Phase III: Building Design (continued) + Schedule
Handout 10/17/03

Saintes Centre d’Etude de Paysage

Outline Schedule for Monday Oct. 20 through Friday Oct. 31 with Susanna Seierup. Please note that Susanna will be at liberty to adjust this schedule and the requirements.

**Monday Oct 20.**  
Introduction to Susanna  
Campus plan  
*Due: Reprint of Statements and Programs + Presentation*  
You will be presenting in groups to Susanna, focusing on the goals of your project and progress thus far in the campus plan.

**Individual projects**  
*Due: Sketch Models and Diagrams + Presentation*  
This will be the last opportunity for feedback on multiple/diverse explorations in concept. Diagrams can be illustrations of how goals are to be achieved.

After dinner: take Susanna to Salisbury

**Tuesday, October 21: presentations**  
10:00 : Korth, Erin: Bibliotheque St. Genvieve  
10:30 : Colton, Michael: Maison de Verre  
11:00: Huang, Michael: Place de Vogses  
11:30: Chiu Ho Mok, Arnie: 25 bis rue Benjimen Franklin  
Remember- set up before 10am.

**Thursday, October 23**  
10:00: Carey, Natalie: Les Halles  
10:30: Korth, Erin: Institute du Monde Arabe  
11:00: Monge, Sasha: Opera Garnier  
11:30: Escalona, Rolando: Palais de Justice, Bordeaux  
Remember- Load up them computers before 10am!

**Friday Oct 24.**  
Pinup in Groups: Campus plan coordination check + general progress

**Monday October 27.**  
Due: Preliminary hard lined plans, sections, elevations, site plans, and site sections.

**Tuesday, October 28**  
10:30: Henderson, Katie: Ronchamp  
11:00: Henson, Becca: Satolas Airport Terminal  
11:30: Barnettche, Alejandra: Les Invalides

**Friday October 31.**  
Due: Schematic design drawings  
Plans  
Sections (2 min/building)  
Elevations (2 min/building)  
Site plan with roof plan (this can be changed to site plan with building outlines, the drawings should be consistent amongst the group.

**Saturday, November 1.**  
Leave for Spain 5:00 AM